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Price: 1,100,000 €

Commercial in Mijas Costa
Reference: HIM333

Bedrooms: 9

Bathrooms: 5

Plot Size: 3,200m2

Build Size: 1,500m2
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Terrace: 597m2
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Location: Mijas Costa
HUGE price drop from 1,6 to 1,1 mio, because of ilness
Restaurant Valparaiso for sale
Restaurant Valparaiso for sale. The owners through more than 30 years wishes to retire and have decided to sell their
sucessful restaurant Valparaiso. The restaurant is well known amongst the public for its parties for local charritys,
weddings, live music and espicially their New Years parties where more than 300 guests attend every year, Valparaiso
have room for almost 400 guests. This is a ongoing business that awaits new owners who is ready to combine the
DNA of Valparaiso and the present. the building have approx 800 m2 under roof and a pool area with bar and serving
area where only the immagination is the limit for future activities, from the terraces you have a amazing view over the
coast and the Mediterranean, the plot is almost 4000 m2 with parking for the guests
This is truely a unique opportunity to purchase a amazing business with a fantastic reputation
Keywords for this business:
Ongoing business
Music licence
Opening licence
Ready to open
Famous Restaurant
Good investment
Homes in Malaga is sole agent – Agents welcome alex@homesinmalaga.com +34 670 328 444
Homes in Malaga mainly have properties listed directly with the owner so we do not waste ours or the clients time with
properties that is not on the market anymore for whatever reason it maybe. We focus on the client and the enquiries
from the client, you will not experience us showing you villas if you are looking for an apartment. If we do not have
what you are searching for we will spend time on going through the market and find the property of your dreams for
you.. if possible.

Features:
Setting
Close To Town

Orientation
South

Condition
Good

South West
West
Pool
Private

Climate Control
Other Heating Types

Views
Sea View
Mountain

Features
Covered Terrace

Garden
Private

Security
Alarm System

Near Transport
Basement
Fiber Optic
private-garden
alarm-system
Parking
Private

Category
Investment
Distressed
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